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Abstract: A prominent factor that impacts the country’s current
economy requires continuous analysis and observation of OTC
market. Diverse techniques are implemented by investors all
over the world to identify the market trend. The main factor that
influences the trend is the accuracy of the stock price in the
following period, to make a good investment. There are various
forecasting methods that were tried and tested to get the
accurate value. The important aspect for every investor is to get
high returns on their investments. Various techniques are used
to predict stocks in which technical and fundamental analysis
are one among them. This paper is explaining algorithms to
analyze and predict future stock market trend using boundary
value analysis. Random Forest Regression technique was found
to be more accurate than Long Short Term Memory Networks,
Support Vector Machine techniques. The results will be used to
analyze the stock prices and their prediction in depth in future
research efforts.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
The stock market around the world is highly fluctuating and
always volatile. It is a challenging decision for the investors
to invest in shares or to sell their shares. Investors around the
world use numerous techniques to understand and analyze the
share value. Every time the investor invests in the market,
huge risk and money is put at stake. In order to analyze stock
market trend, various prediction algorithms and models have
been proposed. Forecasting is a method that generates a set of
output with a input in the form of variables. The variables are
usually historical data from various market values. Basically,
forecasting is done based on the past data to guess the future
data. The past data for analysis is taken from stock market
databases available online. LSTM, RF, SVM techniques have
been used in this research paper to predict and analyze the
stock market price. Neural networks are more popular and
used to perform such task. Forecasting using neural network
is the best mechanism to find approximation of mapping
between the input and output through training. Later to
predict the future market value trained neural network can be
used. A special case in neural networks named LSTM
networks is used in this paper. Random Forest and Support
Vector are used for forecasting the market prices. The analysis

and prediction of market values is broadly categorized into
fundamental and technical analysis. The corpus required for the
analysis was taken from various web resources such as yahoo
finance, money control and nifty stock data. The analysis is
performed in three phases being collecting fundamental and
technical data from the internet, simulating trading strategies,
evaluating and visualizing trading strategies.
II.RELATED WORK:
Data is huge; these days we are seeing a rapid-explosion of stock
quotes and textual-data. They are provided from all differentsources. Forecasting market trend is important since the basic
management process that includes going from the vendor rawmaterials to finished goods into the hands of the customer
consumes a lot of time. Many of the firms do not wait for the
market to elevate and then give a reaction. Instead, they make-up
their mind and plan accordingly to future demand so-that they
can react spontaneously to customer’s order as they arrive.
Generally, demand forecasts-lead to good-ops-and great-levels of
customer satisfaction, while bad forecast will definitely-lead to
costly ops and worst-levels of customer satisfaction. As a simple
rule, when we see the future, the more blurry our vision will
become distant forecasts will be inaccurate that short-range
forecasts. In this paper, we-are trying to review the possibility to
apply two-known techniques which is neural-network and datamining in stock market prediction. Extracting useful information
from a huge amount of data set and data mining is also able to
predict future trends and behaviors through neural network.
Combining these methods could make the prediction much
suitable and reliable. A key factor for predicting market trend is
neural networks as they are trained in nonlinear-mappings
between inputs and outputs. It might be possible to perform
better than conventional methods and other computer based
methods with the neural-networks ability to learn-nonlinear,
chaotic-systems. Basically, the main objective of this paper is to
collect stock market trend for previous years and then
accordingly predict the results for the predicting what would
happen in future. So, for we are going to use two of the wellknown techniques neural network and data mining for market
trend prediction. Extracting refined data from a huge amount of
data set and mining that data to predict future trends and
behaviors through neural network. Hence, combining both these
techniques could make the prediction more suitable and much
more reliable. As far as the solutions for the above problems, the
answer depends on which way the forecast is used for. So the
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procedures that we will be using have proven to be very
decision trees, deep neural networks, k-Nearest Neighbor,
applicable to the task of forecasting product demand in a
Naive Bayes. In our paper analysis is done by long short term
logistics system. Many techniques, which can prove useful for
networks as shown in Fig 4.1,support vector machine by
forecasting-problems, have shown to be inadequate to the task of
regression is shown in Fig 4.2.A comparison is made among
demand forecasting in logistics systems. The rich variety of onSVR_RBF,SVR_LIN and SVR_POLY is shown in Fig 4.3
line information and news make it an attractive resource from
and finally,RF regressor plot and metrics are shown in Fig 4.4
which one can get data. Stock market predictions can be aided
and Fig 4.5 respectively.
by data mining and analysis of such financial information.
Numerical stock quotes collected from yahoo finance and
reuters.com are available in organized manner but we have to
apply some techniques to parse textual news information about
Indian stock market is collected from websites released daily.
III.PROPOSED SYSTEM
The main objective of this work is to optimize the inputs of
Random forest classifier to give an efficient result by genetic
algorithm. The model has five steps such as Corpus
preparation, preprocessing the data, training, testing and
accuracy calculation. The first step involves collecting the data
from various sources like yahoo finance, nifty stock exchange
and also handling missing and normalizing the values in
accordance with [20]. The scenario is illustrated in Fig 3.1.
The data is subjected to be preprocessed and normalized and is
divided into a training set and a test/ validation set, the
splitting is based upon the percentage split. The training set is
given to the algorithm which it decomposes into two classes
such as positive and negative, the main parameters of random
forest are K-values, N-trees and M-tree, the RF classifier
generates number of trees, these N-trees and M-tree values are
decomposed by class decomposition and the test/validation set
is given to the fit random forest classifier and finally the
optimized random forest is obtained.

Fig 4.1: Results with LSTM

Fig 4.2: Results with SVR

Fig 4.3: Comparative Analysis
Fig: 3.1: Architecture of the system

IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
ALGORITHMS
The market prediction by boundary analysis is solved by
naturally extending the regular binary classification for some
algorithms such as neural networks, support vector machine,

Fig 4.4: RFR Plot
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